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Results

Introduction
•
•
•

•

Unrelated stem cell donors are recruited either online or at stem cell
drives, where recruiters guide registrants to provide informed
consent and a tissue sample for HLA-typing
Stem Cell Club is a federal nonprofit organization that runs stem cell
drives across Canada to improve the quality and quantity of
membership on Canada’s stem cell donor database1
Donors that should be preferentially recruited at stem cell drives
include (a) younger males, as these donors are associated with
improved outcomes in transplant recipients2,3, and (b) individuals
from diverse ethnic backgrounds, as patients are more likely to find
a match for transplant in their own ethnic group4
A needs assessment survey conducted in 02/2017 with 76 donor
recruiters across Canada identified the need for infographics to
support the education and recruitment of unrelated donors:
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Infographic is publicly available on
http://stemcellclub.ca/promo.html
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Objective
•

The difficulty of finding a
match

The need for male and
ethnically-diverse donors

Stick figures illustrate the ethnic
and sex composition of Canada’s
stem cell donor registry,
highlighting the
underrepresentation of mostneeded donor groups.

Methods
Resource aims and design
•

•

•
•
•
•

Infographics are often used to convey medical information, as
previous studies have shown that infographics can increase readers’
attention, comprehension, recall, and adherence5
We set out to design a comprehensive infographic outlining
1. the purpose of stem cell transplantation;
2. the patients who need a stem cell transplant;
3. the difficulty of finding a match;
4. the need for male and ethnically-diverse donors; and
5. the steps to register as a stem cell donor
We designed our infographic according to the seven GRAPHIC
guidelines for Public Health Infographic Design6
The infographic was made by the authors using Photoshop software
Content accuracy was reviewed by transplantation experts
The infographic was published to http://stemcellclub.ca/promo.html
on 11/2017
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To design a shareable infographic that can be used by stem cell
donor recruiters across Canada to (a) inform and educate about
stem cell donation and transplantation, and (b) recruit donors from
the most-needed demographics
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A circular arrangement lists the
diseases that can be treated with
stem cell transplantation.

Blood drops are employed as pie
charts illustrating the proportion
of patients who need an
unrelated donor and who cannot
find one on Canada’s stem cell
donor registry.

We present the development of an infographic to meet this need,
and a summary of recruiters’ feedback on its utility
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The patients who need a
stem cell transplant
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• In 02/2019, a needs assessment survey was conducted including 35
donor recruiters from 7 provinces and with a median of 2.5 years of
experience. Participants were asked to rate their agreement with
statements pertaining to their use and perceived effectiveness of the
infographic. Results are shown below:
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The purpose of stem cell
transplantation

Blood stem cells are defined and
their locations are illustrated on a
human body. These stem cells are
shown maturing into
differentiated blood cells.
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The steps to register as a
donor

A flow chart walks through how
to register as a stem cell donor.

Conclusion
• We developed an infographic to support the education and recruitment of stem cell
donors, and demonstrated its utility from the recruiter perspective
• Recruiter feedback will guide development of future infographics on topics such as the
need for ethnically-diverse donors and success stories in stem cell donation
• Future work will also evaluate the impact of the infographic on knowledge transfer to
potential donors from the most-needed demographics, as well as changes to their beliefs
and attitudes towards donation
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Q1 Sharing this infographic will help to raise awareness about stem cell
donation
Q2 Sharing this infographic will help to educate potential donors about
stem cell donation
Q3 This infographic will help to recruit the most needed donors
(ethnically-diverse people and males)
Q4 I will share this infographic in the future
Q5 Additional infographics would be helpful
• Donor recruiters reported to share the infographic at stem cell drives
and on social media platforms, such as Facebook and Instagram
• Several patient campaigns have also shared the infographic

Written comments from recruiters
• 24 donor recruiters provided written feedback on the infographic. A
selection of comments reflecting common themes are shown:
• “There is a lot of information on that infographic, which is the
point and there is a lot to tell about stem cell donation, but I
think simpler posters would be less overwhelming”
• “More about diversity and highlighting we need donors from
various ethnicities”
• “[More on] successful cases/stories of stem cell
transplant/donations"
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